
Core skills: communication, languages, design.
Personal qualities: positive, independent, persistent, good collaboration skills. 

Work Experience
2007/12: Public relations and marketing in the multinational Italian company Demont srl which has 1300 employees. Demont sup-
plies turnkey projects and mechanical components for power generation, oil & gas and the paper industry. Moreover, it delivers 
turnkey outfitting of public areas in cruise ships. The job consisted of the following: 
•	 graphic design and organization of all contents for the new website (www.demont.it), all brochures and Power Point presenta-

tions
•	 graphic design of CDs, headed papers, logos, posters and other informative material
•	 technical translations mainly IT-EN
•	 organization of visits from potential clients with company presentation and sometimes airport pick-up 
•	 photoshooting of worksite projects (petrochemical plants, power plants, boilers, heaters, cruise ship outfitting etc.) for use in 

graphic material (creation of a 50 GB image directory)
•	 organization of the production of various company movies in collaboration with the movie teams
•	 participation in the organization of events such as inaugurations of new buildings
•	 purchase and selection of clothing and company gadgets such as x-mas presents
•	 handling of all logistics concerning x-mas
•	 relation with the various newspapers for any advertisements (and graphic design of the advertisement)

The position did not exist when I entered the company so I developed it gradually myself. It required much independent work in 
close collaboration with the management, the worksites and the workshops. 

2007-2012 (ongoing): Freelance translator, mainly IT-NO and EN-NO. Mostly technical translations of user manuals for automo-
biles (Fiat Group), boilers, lawn mowers, welding equipment, bluetooth helmets, coffee machines, ovens, vacuum cleaners, com-
bine harvesters, cosmetic appliances and also cosmetic products, “light” medical texts, hotel websites etc. I have been translating 
for Fiat Group weekly since 2007 (technical user manuals, newsletters, recall campaigns, website texts).  

2007: Receptionist at “Loano 2 Village”, a 4-star hotel village in Loano (Italy). 

2005/06: Web-design and graphics for SIKT AS, a norwegian enterprise that makes simulation software based on system dynam-
ics.

Summer job 2003/04/05: Work in the production (workshop), administration, maintenance and logistics for Radøygruppen, a 
norwegian company that produces mechanical components for shipping and offshore. 

1999-2003: Tourst guide for “TUI nordic (Fritidsreiser)” at the following destinations:
• 2 months at Mallorca (Spain)
• 6 months in Las Palmas (Gran Canaria)
• 6 months in Hammameth (Tunisia)
• 2 years in Puerto Plata (The Dominican Republic)
• 6 months in Diano Marina (Italy)

Main work tasks:
• Excursions: culture, history, tradition, desert, whale and jungle safari 
• Customer service at the hotel “Tour Desk”
• Assistance to clients brought to hospital, police and similar  
• “transfers”  to the airports
• Quality and safety controls of the hotels 

1998-99: Employee at “Spar Mat” Knarvik (Lindås), a supermarket.
1997-98: Au-pair in Geneva (Switzerland), where I was responsible for two children while I studied french.

Curriculum Vitae
Name:   Annette Frotjold    
Address:  Frotjold
Date of birth:  13.08.78 in Bergen (Norway)
e-mail:   annettefrotjold@yahoo.no
Citizenship:  Norwegian
Telephone:  0047 400 97 062



Education
2003-2006: Bachelor in Science of Communication at “Università degli studi di Genova”. Final vote: 110 Laud (maximum). Title of 
Bachelor thesis translated to English: “Children and War - a voluntary action or a forced choice? What role does the international 
society vest in the third world?”. Science of Communication included, among others, the following subjects: 
• Sociology: crime, science, communication, politics, society, immigration, economy, institutions
• Web design 
• Database, Principles of Operational Systems, Java
• Economy 
• Geography and map construction 
• Company organization
• Creative writing, film, cinema, Italian literature 
• Recent History 
•	  French, English, Spanish, German

1999 Blue Academy Travel School, Stockholm. This is the guide school of “TUI nordic”. 
• 12 days of training + 2 months of trainee period at Mallorca
• Sales techniques
• Organizational structure of the company
• Problem and crisis management
• Attitude towards clients 
• Collaboration with agents and partners
• Means of communication between destination and headquarter
• Training in oral presentation and breefings, how to use a microphone, how to behave etc.

1998 French “DELF” exam, Oslo. Up until level A4

1997 High School, “Austrheim Vidaregåande Skule”, Bergen

Languages I speak and write fluently and related experience:
•  Norwegian: mother tongue.
• English: I have always needed English for communication with english speaking colleagues and friends in the more than  
 14 years that I have been abroad. I have done lots of translations from english. 
• French: I studied and spoke this language while I was in Geneva, and I practiced it while working as a guide   
 in Tunisia.
• Italian: I have taken several courses in Italian and studied 3 years at an Italian university. I have worked in Italy   
 for approximately 5 years and I now speak and write this language excellently.
• Spanish: At Gran Canaria and in the Dominican Republic our agents were Spanish speaking, and I had lots of 
 Spanish friends and colleagues. I have also taken multimedia lessons in Spanish in order to perfect the grammar.
• Swedish: When I was a guide I had clients and colleagues from all of Scandinavia and I got particularly good experience  
 with Swedish.

German (not fluent): Four years of German at school. The exam I took at the university of Genoa equals level B1 of the   
“European Licence”. I have no practical experience with this language except from simple conversation when I worked in   
“Loano 2 Village”.

Personal characteristics
I appreciate challenges at work, and I have no problem with stress in chaotic situations. I am used to work independently but 
consider collaboration highly important in order to achieve maximum results in many situations. I prefer to have lots of things to 
do, and to feel busy and useful at work.
Software/Design
I am passionate about design, and have very good experience with my favourite software Adobe InDesign, Illustrator and Pho-
toshop. I am comfortable with both Mac OS X and Windows XP/Vista/Seven and of course MS Power Point, Excel, Outlook and 
Word. I do also have some knowledge with VISMA for product certifications, and I have used SAP for purchase orders. In Demont 
I also used Corel Video Studio for simple video production. I use Trados 7 for translations.
Leisure: I go bicycling and running several times a week, and sometimes I go swimming. I appreciate walking in the mountains, 
skiing and horse riding. I have a PADI diving certification and enjoy diving every now and then. I used to be a good latino dancer.

References:
Vice President Demont   Giovanni Battista Bozzo Tel: + 39 0195660351
Sales Manager Demont   Paolo Michelotti  Tel: + 39 0195660321
Adm. Dir. Radøygruppen   Lasse Ståløy  Tel: + 47 56 37 16 00
Human Resources TUI Nordic:   Gudveig Nyre  Tel:  +47 67115362
Hotel Manager Loano2Village:   Elisabetta Cappelluto  Tel:  +39 019-67911

        

          Best regards,

          Annette Frotjold


